
BROMPTON CONFIGURATOR

H Type - 1072 mm 
The classic handlebar shape,
at an elevated height. Taller
riders  will  find this  offers  a
more  neutral  position  and
anyone  shorter  will  feel
close  to  upright,  similar  in
style  to  a  traditional  Dutch
bike.

M Type - 1015 mm
For most riders, this provides
an  all  round,  neutral
position.  Shorter  riders  will
find  this  offers  a  more
upright,  leisurely  position
and taller riders will find this
still  gives  a  slightly  sporty
position.

S Type - 935 mm
Shorter riders will find this a
good all  round position and
taller  riders  will  be  in  a
lower,  sporty  ride  position,
which  may  be  preferable  if
the  rider  is  used to  a  road
bike.

6 Gears 
Std. (2.63 – 7.94 m)
+8%
-12% 

This  redesigned  Sturmey
Archer  hub  combines  three
wider  internal  gear  ratios
and  our  compact  2-speed
gears  externally  to  give  a
total  of  6  gears.  This  will
help  to  tackle  hillier  and
more diverse terrain.

3 Gears 
Std. (3.79 – 6,78 m)
+8%
-12% 

Three  gears  allow the  rider
to tackle varied terrain with
a super reliable internal hub
that  needs  minimal
maintenance or adjustment.

2 Gears
Std. (4,47 – 5,96 m)
-7%
-19% 

Most versatile option for 
urban commuting and 
multimodal travelwhile still 
keeping the weight of the 
bike low.

Version R
Mudguards + Rack

Version L
only Mudguards

Version E
no Mudguards no Rack

BROMPTON Saddle
Std.

Cycle in comfort with 
Brompton standard 147mm 
width saddle in black with 
black rails

BROOKS B17 Special
Mens
Ladies

The Brooks B17 saddle is the
perfect complement to your 
Brompton bike. The thick 
leather moulds to the rider 
over time creating a 
personalised fit. The B17 is 
Brooks flagship model, ideal 
for long distance sports 
touring, trekking and ATB 
use.
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BROMPTON Standard

Black

Black Lacquer

Cloud Blue

House Red

Fire Coral

Racing Green

Blue

BROMPTON Electric

Black

Bolt Blue

Turkish Green

SV8 Dynamo

Battery Light

Only Reflectors

TELESCOPIC Seatpost
The most versatile of 
seatposts. Perfect for tall 
riders or shared bikes. This 
seatpost gives an extra 7cm 
over the standard post yet 
only sits 2cm higher when 
folded. Suitable for riders 
with an inside-leg 
measurement between 66cm
– 99cm (26 inches – 39 
inches). The Telescopic seat 
post is designed to fold down
smaller, to reduce the height 
of the folded bicycle.

EXTENDED Seatpost
Sitting 6cm higher than 
standard this seatpost is 
designed for the taller rider 
and is great for people with 
an inside-leg measurement 
between 66cm – 89cm 
(26inches – 35 inches). This 
seatpost does sit higher 
when folded though so is not 
suitable for many travel 
cases.

STANDARD Seatpost
Ideal for smaller to average 
height riders this seatpost 
will suit the majority of 
people with an inside-leg 
measurement between 66cm
– 83cm (26inches – 
33inches).

TOOLKIT
Contains everything you 
need to fix a puncture and 
make running repairs and 
adjustments to your bike. It 
fits discretely within the front
frame tube.

BOROUGH FRONT    
CARRY BAG

The Borough line of bags are 
intended to be mounted on 
the Front Carrier Block of a 
Brompton bicycle. They differ
from one another depending 
on size, color and 
waterproofing.

SOUMA 
HANDLEBAR BAG

Leather pouch for H and M 
Type Handlebars
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